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Summary of the Paper

Studies a linear model with “many” fixed regressors, i.e.,

Yi = x′iβ + εi ,

where

xi are non-random

εi ∼ (0, σ2
i ) and independent

dim(xi) = k = kn may be ∝ n, but require lim supn→∞ k/n < 1.

Parameter of interest is θ = β′Aβ for known, symmetric A.

Applied to measuring variability of wages due to firms.

See Abowd et al. (1999).
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Summary of the Paper (cont.)

Contributions of the paper:

– An unbiased estimator θ̂n of θ (using “leave out” estimator of σ2
i )

– Conditions under which θ̂n is consistent.

– Main Result: Show θ̂n ≈ gq(µ̂q,n), where

µ̂q,n ∼̇ N(µq,Σq)

and q determined by # of “large” eigenvalues of

S−
1
2AS−

1
2 with S =

∑
1≤i≤n

xix
′
i .

– Inference using test inversion and Andrews & Mikusheva (2016).
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Outline of Comments

– Comments on the Theory

– Fixed Regressors

– Unbiasedness

– Choice of q

– Comments on the Application

– Defining the Parameter of Interest

– Choice of q (again)

– Other Sources of “Bias”
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Comments on the Theory

Fixed Regressors

– Can we allow regressors to be random by “conditioning”?

– Yes, but unbiasedness appears to require that E[Yi|Xi] is linear.

– So rules out best linear predictors.

– Would this also be required for the large-sample theory?
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Comments on the Theory (cont.)

Unbiasedness

– Näıve/plug-in estimator not just biased ...

... potentially inconsistent (because of “many” regressors).

– May still be worried that bias correction leads to increased variability.

– What do Bayes estimators look like in this problem?

– What about Empirical Bayes/“shrinkage”-type estimators?

– Would such estimators have smaller mean-squared error?
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Comments on the Theory (cont.)

Choice of q

– Distr. approx. requires knowledge of q such that

λ21 ≥ · · · ≥ λ2q︸ ︷︷ ︸
“large”

> λ2q+1 · · · ≥ λ2r︸ ︷︷ ︸
“small”

.

– Under rate restr., authors suggest estimating q using thresholding.

– Akin to “model selection.”

– Distr. approx. does not appear to be “monotone” in q.

– Raises concerns about finite-sample behavior.
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Comments on the Application

Defining Parameter of Interest

– To enable computation of β̂n, Abowd et al. (1999) restrict sample to

“largest connnected subset.”

– Authors’ method requires computation of β̂−i, so they must

restrict sample further to “leave one-out connected subset.”

– Two samples may be very different.

Requires, e.g., dropping firms that have only one “mover.”
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Comments on the Application

Defining Parameter of Interest (cont.)

– Potentially introduces new source of “bias” ...

... stemming from a change in the parameter of interest.

– Can we define the parameter of interest in a more principled way?

– Regularization and/or partial identification may be useful.

See, e.g., Bonhomme, Lamadon & Manresa (2018).
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Comments on the Application (cont.)

Choice of q (again)

– Emprical appl. uses data from two regions (Rovigo and Belluno).

– Two regions seperated by approx. 200km.

– Few “movers” across two regions, but lots within each.

– Authors argue (convincingly) that this leads to one “large” eigenvalue.

– But what about with richer data?
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Comments on the Application (cont.)

Other Sources of Bias

– Exogeneity of “movers.”

Common assumption in literature, not unique to this paper.

– But may be of first-order importance ...

... and then really need Xi to be random!

– What additional info. do we need to take that concern seriously?
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